ACCP Critical Care PRN: Guide to Performing Basic Statistical Testing using R Commander
PURPOSE
To provide a brief introduction to the performance of statistical testing using R Commander.
DISCLAIMER
This document is to be used as an introductory guide and is not intended to replace a trained professional,
statistician, or experienced researcher and is not intended to be the sole resource for individualized
resident research projects.
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R COMMANDER
R Commander is a functionality of R that allows the user to perform functions/analyses using point and
click methods instead of entering code. Newer users of statistical software or those unfamiliar with
dictating code may prefer to use this methodology.
Installing R Commander
After opening R, type the code “install.packages(“Rcmdr”)” then hit Return.
Select the nearest CRAN mirror, then click OK.
For future uses of R, type the code library(Rcmdr) then hit Return to run R
Commander

Using R Commander
R Commander will have different headings.

The Data header will allow the user to perform several tasks. Users can upload or open data sets, view
different elements of a data set, edit or manipulate a data set, or delete certain variables or entries from a
data set.
To import the AWSFinal data, you would go to Import Data  From Excel file…  (locate
AWSFinal data)  (load ‘Data’ tab).

The Statistics header where will be where the user can find the majority of statistical tests they will need
to run in R. Statistical tests are grouped by the type of data they are describing (e.g., means, proportions).

Graphs may be useful to visualize data (e.g., visual assessment of normality) or for developing figures for
manuscript or poster elements.

EXAMPLE
1. Open R Commander using the code library(Rcmdr), then hit Return.
2. Import your data set

3. Performing statistical tests
a. For categorical variables (assuming adequate sample size and independent data), using Χ2
test
i. First, ensure that your categorical variables are labeled as “Factors”

ii. Next, perform X2 test using two-way table.

iii. Select variables for contingency table (can do tables beyond 2x2 table using
“Multi-way table”)

iv. Frequency table and X2 test will be displayed in Output screen

